
TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION: Wire 
Harnesses, Cable Assemblies, and 
Junction Boxes.
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Many confuse “wires” and “cables” to be 
the same, however they both perform 
different functions:

• A wire harness can be defined as a 
grouping of wires that are designed to 
transmit signals or electrical power.

Often the terms “wire harness” and “cable assembly” 
are used to describe the same thing. 

WHAT IS A WIRE HARNESS?
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WHAT IS A WIRE HARNESS?

• Usually a wire harness has multiple 
branches or ends that can go off in a 
number of directions with several 
terminations on each branch.

• The branches are sometimes made 
distinct by the various colors of their 
exterior coverings which are made from a 
thermoset or thermoplastic material.
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WHAT IS A WIRE HARNESS USED 
FOR?

• They are most often used in the automotive, construction and electronic industries.

• Wire harnesses can typically be found in such household appliances as refrigerators, washing 
machines and dryers.

• A wire harness is typically designed to simplify the manufacture of a larger component, and is 
designed based on the geometric and electrical requirements of the equipment it is to be 
installed in.

• The wire harness simplifies the building of these larger components by integrating the wiring 
into a single unit, or several units, for ‘drop-in’ installation.
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE 
EXTERNAL COVERING?

• The material that covers each wire of a wire harness is there to protect you, not the actual wires.

• the coverings protect people and other environmental materials from harm that can be caused 
by the flow of electricity.

• The various colors also help to organize electrical systems and make it easy for technicians to 
navigate.

• This solution is typically employed in applications where moisture, dust, temperature and friction 
are not a concern—for example, when the wires will exist inside a housing unit or shell
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WHAT IS A CABLE ASSEMBLY?

• A cable is two or more conductors that are 
wrapped in a single jacket. 

• A cable assembly is a group of wires or 
cables that is encased in a singular tube of 
material which is usually composed of 
rubber, vinyl or pressure extruded 
thermoplastics such as polyurethane.

• Unlike a wire harness which exposes 
several individually separated wires, a cable 
assembly encases all wires within one 
cable.

First it is important to clarify what a cable is in order to differentiate it 
from a wire.
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WHAT IS A CABLE ASSEMBLY USED 
FOR?

• A variety of businesses from all industries 
that require the use of electronic 
equipment have needs for cable 
assemblies

• Because cable assemblies are designed to 
hold and organize many different 
electrical wires safely, they can be used in 
a variety of indoor and outdoor settings

• For example, many mobile equipment 
builders use heavy-duty cable assemblies 
with thick weather resistant jackets 
and plastic molded ends with military 
spec connectors.
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE 
EXTERNAL COVERING?

• The material helps to protect the grouping of wires 
or cables from environmental considerations 
including:

• Extreme temperature exposure

• Fire

• Moisture

• Dust

• Friction

• Chemical substances exposure

• Like the exterior coverings used in wire harnesses, 
the material also protects people and 
environmental materials from the potential harm 
that can be caused by the flow of electricity.
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE 
EXTERNAL COVERING?

• They also ensure that electrical systems 
are organized and easy for technicians to 
navigate while protecting the inner 
wiring or cable against wear and tear or 
other harsh environmental conditions.
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• Standard junction boxes for simple power 
distribution applications can measure 2 inches by 3 
inches by 2.5 inches deep and can hold up to three 
wires.

• Larger junction boxes used in industrial applications 
are often custom built to support many different 
types of wire and cable entering the box.

A junction box is an enclosed junction point for multiple wires. It can 
come in many sizes depending on the number and type of connections 
required.

WHAT IS A JUNCTION BOX?
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WHAT ARE JUNCTION BOXES USED 
FOR?

The purpose of the junction box can vary based on 
the application, but will primary function to either:

• Distribute power to from one location to multiple 
locations,

• Collect control signals from various input and 
output devices (sensors, buttons, etc.) and bring 
them back to a central control cabinet or control 
panel.

These boxes also provide a test point and are 
labelled in reference to a schematic in order to help 
maintenance technicians to easily identify a 
problem and replace a single wire to a device.
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WHAT ARE JUNCTION BOXES MADE 
OF?

• A junction box consists of an enclosure and a set of 
terminal blocks or some type of wire connectors.

• A junction box enclosure is typically composed of 
either plastic or metal depending on the 
environmental considerations.

• The entry and exit points can be a simple knock-out 
hole or a more complicated plastic gland to prevent 
the external environment from getting inside the 
enclosure.

• The entry and exit points can also take the form of the 
mating side of a connector from a cable assembly to 
help simplify the connectivity for the field technician or 
electrician.
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WHAT ARE JUNCTION BOXES MADE 
OF?

Inside of the junction box you will find 
either a set of labelled terminal blocks 
that are fixed to the backplane inside of 
the box, or some type of a non-fixed 
connector.

Terminal blocks provide:

• A more simplified and organized 
layout.

• An available test point and the ability 
for labelling when compared to a 
free-floating connector.




